CALIFORNIA PROPOSITION 65 COMPLIANCE MEASURES

ECHO Incorporated understands the importance of the Proposition 65 regulation and is doing what we can to support exposure of the regulation’s warnings. The following information details all the areas of its business where ECHO is providing exposure to any potential dangers.

- Boxed Product
  - Prop 65 safe harbor warning on SKU label and on package
- Displayed Product
  - Prop 65 safe harbor warning printed on reverse of “Air Index Tag”
  - Prop 65 safe harbor warning printed on hang tag
- Service Parts
  - Prop 65 safe harbor warning printed on packaging
- Service
  - Service Bulletin and on-line training for GED and dealers
  - Prop 65 requirements
  - ECHO’s compliance measures
  - Dealer responsibility (including hang tags & bulk parts)
  - Links to training and California’s website
  - Part numbers for dealers to order
    - Prop 65 safe harbor warning sticker roll
    - Bags pre-printed with Prop 65 safe harbor warning
    - Hang tags pre-printed with Prop 65 safe harbor warning
  - Advise dealers to include in their own brochures, catalogs, websites, etc.
    - Include warning in Operator’s Manual

- Online
  - Include web page of Prop 65 explanation and ECHO’s compliance measures
  - Include FAQ answer of Prop 65 explanation and ECHO’s compliance measures in Consumer Support site
  - Include Prop 65 safe harbor warning in product catalog